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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document is the updated version of D2.2. In this document, we present the user centric and friendly
design of the Virtual Knob (VK) and its evaluation plan. Virtual Knob user interface was used to collect user
thermal comfort level. The thermal comfort zone of the users will be used to check the feasibility of
decreasing and increasing the temperature (~2C) without a comfort loss, and thus resulting in reduction of
energy consumption.
The document begins by defining the target users of the Virtual Knob interface. Next, we present an outline
of the data exchange related to thermal comfort data collection. Further, we discuss the user-centric design
methodology used to develop the VK user interface, including the requirements and constraints collected
from the targeted users and the design guidelines followed to develop the interface. After that we discuss
the integration of the VK user interface with the OPTi system, including the temperature data collected using
temperature sensors. Though the focus of this document is virtual knob, we also discuss the user centric
design aspects of all the other OPTi assets/tools.
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1

INTRODUCTION & PURPOSE

The main focus of this deliverable is on the user centric design of the Virtual Knob (VK), including the
evaluation planning. The purpose of the VK is to analyse the comfort zone of the users and see if it's possible
to increase this comfort zone to +/- 2C without a comfort loss and thus be able to save energy.
Additionally, we describe how we addressed the user centric design for the other OPTi Assets/Tools in the
project. The OPTi assets consists of various tools, developed in the project, for the targeted users in order to
optimise a DHC system. Here the main focus has been on the GUI design and the included functionality. It
should be noted that the OPTi project is a Research and Innovation Action operating on TRL 4-5 which is also
reflected in the maturity of the tools.
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2

VIRTUAL KNOB (VK)

In this section, we will primarily focus on various aspects of virtual knob such as target users, virtual knob
interface and data exchange process, VK design and user interaction methodologies as follows:

2.1

TARGET USERS

In a previous deliverable (D2.2 User Centric Design), we provided an exhaustive list of users and their
classification as shown below:
Reference D2.2;
“For the project we can identify a number of different users such as;
· Energy companies
· Property managers
· End consumers
· Building energy managers
· For our pilots we also see different types of buildings;
 Residential context
 Commercial context.”
In this deliverable, we now provide information on what are the specific user types/categories per identified
OPTi asset. As of Dec 2016, in this project, we identified a number of new assets/tools that will support the
users in achieving a more optimized DHC system. Identified users of the selected OPTi assets are further
described in Chapter 6 of this deliverable.

2.2

DATA EXCHANGE

As the focus of this document is the design and evaluation of the Virtual Knob (VK) interface, and the data
collected to analyse comfort zone of the end users, we hereby only discuss the data exchange related to VK
and its data analysis.
Five touchscreen tablets were installed on three of the four floors of the building, to collect user comfort
feedback data. Each touchscreen showed a VK with 5 buttons (‘very hot’ to ‘very cold’), and end consumers
were free to provide their input by clicking on one of those buttons. To correlate the comfort feedback with
change in temperature, we collected zonal temperature (of the same five zones where touchscreen tablets
were installed), using temperature sensors already installed at these locations. Table 1 describes the data
being collected by the system.

Table 1: Data exchange related to Comfort Data collection
Type of data

Associated User

Need

Direction of
flow

Zone
Temperature

Building energy
managers

- User preference modelling (T3.1)
- Consumer incentivisation and behavioural
aspects (T3.2)
- Economic modelling and sustainability
(T3.3)
- Physical Systems modelling (T4.3)
- Optimization and control algorithms (T5.2)
- Automated DR algorithms (T5.3)

From
building
sensors
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User feedback on
comfort (using
VK)

2.3

End consumers

- User preference modelling (T3.1)
- Consumer incentivisation and behavioural
aspects (T3.2)
- Optimization and control algorithms (T5.2)
- Automated DR algorithms (T5.3)

From users

DESIGN METHODOLOGY

We followed a User-Centered Design (UCD) to design the Virtual Knob interface. UCD is a framework of
processes (not restricted to interfaces or technologies) in which the needs, wants, and limitations of end
users of a product, service or process are given extensive attention at each stage of the design process. As
the users were situated in real-world contexts, not constructed laboratory settings, we decided to use the
concept of Living Lab.

2.3.1

User requirements and constraints

Based on our interaction with the users of virtual knob, the following user requirements and constraints were
derived.
Minimally Distracting: As the users of the virtual knob were employees who were busy doing their day-today routine work, an ideal system should be minimally distracting, thus not interfering with their work and
productivity.
Low Learning Curve: All the users are performing mentally demanding work, as part of their daily job. Hence
we wanted the virtual knob interface to have minimal learning curve, such that no training is required to use
the interface. Moreover, it needs to be obvious for someone passing by, to look and understand the interface
in less than 10 seconds.
Minimal Time: We expect users to provide comfort feedback using the virtual knob interface, during breaks
from their rigorous job. For instance, during coffee breaks, and while going to the washroom. We expect
users to walk pass the virtual knob touchscreens, and give feedback by pausing for 2-5 seconds.
No Notification/Reminders: As the thermal comfort feedback is voluntarily obtained by the users, we
decided not to send any kind of notifications and/or reminders to use the virtual knob interface. This also
reduces the disturbance to the users.
Visually Appealing: In a work environment, audio can’t be used to attract users to use a kiosk-like system.
Hence we decided on designing a visually appealing interface, using rich colors, in order to attract users in
using the system.

2.3.2

Design guideline

Based on the HCI literature [1-4], the following design guidelines were followed to develop the Virtual Knob
interface.
Minimalist Design: As the end users directly interacted with the Virtual Knob, it needed to be minimalist in
design and simplistic in use. Hence we designed the VK interface with just a single page consisting of five
buttons to provide comfort feedback. We even got rid of the Ok/Cancel button to further simplify the
interface. This encouraged end users to provide comfort feedback data multiple times throughout the day.
Privacy: The VK data was collected in an office building, hence the employees were sensitive towards the
company tracking their identity. We ensured that the identity of the end users was not revealed, and all the
data was collected in an anonymous manner. Thus, there was no login screen for the end users to provide
their comfort feedback.
Five-point scale: The comfort value is a qualitative measure, though for data analysis we need to quantify it.
Hence we used the well-established 5-point Likert scale, thus ranging the comfort value from ‘very hot’, ‘hot’,
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‘comfortable’, ‘cold’, to ‘very cold’. As such scales are very widely used, no learning curve was associated
with it.
Color Coding: In daily life, red/orange color is associated with hot, while blue color is associated with cold.
To reduce the learning curve of the virtual knob, we added similar color coding on the buttons. ‘Very hot’
button was colored ‘red’, ‘hot’ button was colored ‘orange’, ‘comfortable’ button was colored ‘green’, ‘cold’
was colored ‘light blue’, and ‘very cold’ was colored ‘dark blue’.

2.4

SYSTEM FOR USER INTERACTION

The current VK system is now operational at Luleå Energi AB, in their office building, and we are currently (as
of Dec 2016 and ongoing until Q1/Q2 2017) performing tests to evaluate the complete system and to then
find out if we can expand the comfort level. The analysis of these tests are part of work package 6 and
deliverable D6.2 and D6.3.

2.4.1

Sensors

We work on two levels of interaction; user and system.
User information: No personal information is collected. We only collect information about the temperature
in the close surroundings (e.g. close by rooms, lobby, etc.) of where the VK is located. In the Luleå Energi AB
building there are several temperature sensors per floor (one in each office room) and we have a VK at the
floor level where the users can give their current comfort level, anonymously.
System information: For the tests we collect information about the current temperature and current set
points (temperature) per floor level, this is data that is internal to the project so the users are always unaware
of if a test is being executed or not. We also collect energy data (power, energy) from the existing
management system.

Fig. 1: Pictorial view of Luleå Energi AB building
Fig. 1 shows the pictorial view of one of the floors of the Luleå Energi AB building. Two to three VK are placed
per floor, normally in the open spaces. There are three office floors similar to the one shown here, all
equipped with VK.

2.4.2

Comfort assessment system

Fig. 2 shows the overall architecture of the VK system. A user can then on the VK press a button indicating
their perception of the indoor climate. The VK transmits the (anonymous) user response to the OPTi server.
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By running several tests where the indoor temperature is adjusted, without the knowledge of the users, we
can combine this information with the user response to get an understanding of the accepted comfort zone.
The information is then used by the project to analyse the user preferred comfort levels. The information is
on a group level where we collect many VK inputs and which are then aggregated and analysed. The analysis
is part of work package 6 (see deliverable D6.2 and D6.3).

Fig. 2: System architecture of VK system

To reach this current version of the system we have gone through a number of development cycles in order
to enhance the system and to make the actual (a tablet) VK front end easy to understand for the user.
Example of the current (Dec 2016) VK front end is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Virtual Knob front end
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3

USER CENTRIC DESIGN OF OTHER OPTI ASSETS

The OPTi project will also develop a number of other tools that can be used to optimise a DHC system. Below
is a table describing these tools, targeted user and how they have been designed with a user centric
approach.
Note that this table is a snapshot of the project status as of M22 and we thus expect more tools to be added
later on in the project.
The OPTi project will together with the FP7 CELSIUS project [5] conduct webinars in Q1/2 2017 where assets
will be displayed and discussed. OPTi will also be part of the CELSIUS tool box. The CELSIUS project have (as
of Nov 2016) 50 CELSIUS member cities that have an interest in the developed tools. This will be some of the
tools used to involve the users in the design.

OPTi Assets;
Asset/Tool name

Data analytics based building models

Managed by partner

IBM

Asset/Tool type

S/W Product

Description

This software learns the thermal characteristics of a building from
historical data. It analyses time series measurements (e.g. supply water
temp, returned water temperature, mass flow rate, temperature set point,
zone temperature, etc.) and determines the co-efficients of the thermal
model and these co-efficients are further used to predict the various
building parameters like zone temp, energy consumption etc. The novelty
of this solution is that it can work with only four parameters of the
buildings.

Targeted user

Energy suppliers, ESCOs and aggregators.

User involvement
methodology

The model was developed based on feedback from building
managers/operators in Europe, Australia, Asia, and America. During our
interactions, we discussed about the commonly available sensor data from
the buildings. We built the thermal models based on the easily available
data. The model has simple and easy to use user interface. User can
simulate multiple scenarios and may choose the optimal action e.g. zone
temperature set point or precooling/preheating strategy to make a tradeoff between user comfort and energy savings.

Asset/Tool name

ADR planning tool and algorithms

Managed by partner

AUEB

Asset/Tool type

S/W product

Description

The ADR tool has been implemented by AUEB as a software tool using Java
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and MATLAB development and execution environments. The ADR design
tool based on the baseline (consumption) predictions of the users
(delivered in the context of OPTi by IBM’s baseline estimation module) and
the objectives set for the ADR event by the operator/DR designer a) selects
the optimal set of users to be targeted for ADR, and b) for each targeted
user specifies the amount of incentives to be offered as a reimbursement
for the discomfort caused, and the schedule for the set of appliances to be
imposed in users’ premises. The ADR tool requires that ADR contracts are
signed by the users beforehand. The methodologies for designing the
contracts as well as for the consumer selection and incentive allocation
algorithms are presented and evaluated in detail in D3.1 and D3.2.
Targeted user

Energy suppliers, ESCOs and aggregators.

User involvement
methodology

The ADR tool contains a dedicated user friendly GUI developed in Java and
thus can be delivered as a standalone prototype product. A description of
the GUI, including screenshots, can be found in D3.3 and D3.4. As already
mentioned, this tool is primarily aimed towards energy companies. For
that reason, it has already been presented in different stages of
development to the respective companies of the OPTi consortium (LEN and
SAMPOL) twice before the release of the prototype and in the context of
OPTi assemblies. Their feedback has been taken into consideration in the
final releases of the tool. Moreover, and in order to create more
awareness in the market and receive additional feedback, the tool is going
to be presented in conferences with large audiences. For example, the IBM
and AUEB teams are planning a submission of paper in the ACM e-energy
conference in Hong Kong in 2017 presenting the work in WP3 and WP5 on
DR algorithms. In the case it is accepted it will be accompanied by a demo
illustrating the DR tool as well. ACM e-energy as one of the top energy
conferences worldwide, is attended by many industry professionals apart
from academics.

Asset/Tool name

Tri-plant optimization software

Managed by partner

SMPL

Asset/Tool type

Software

Description

The software is designed for power plants with different energy
production technologies. It will find the most efficient energy mix to fulfil
the thermal demand, by calculating the maximum benefit for a given time
step. To obtain the optimal energy mix, the software will calculate the cost
of energy generation for heating and cooling taking into account the
primary fuel consumption, efficiency and energy output.
Once the optimum energy mix is found, the software will calculate possible
demand response, tanking in consideration demand and production
restrictions.
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Targeted user

Energy suppliers.

User involvement
methodology

Feedback sessions with energy supplier’s engineers. Engineers as potential
users will be identified which are working in co-generation power plants
scheduling the energy production.
The software will be presented, a demo will be run and described the
different options in a session.
An interview with the engineers will be conducted right after the session in
order to collect their opinion about usability, user-friendly design and
suggestions.

Asset/Tool name

Substation performance assessment and tuning tool

Managed by partner

LTU

Asset/Tool type

S/W product

Description

The low-level controllers in substation are usually PID-type controllers and
cannot easily be changed. Moreover, the tuning of these controllers is
often done in an ad-hoc manner and remains in the initial tuning despite
changes in the substation over their operational life. Consequently,
insufficient control performance due to false tuning can be misinterpreted
as a hardware issue and lead to unnecessary replacement of parts.
In order to solve this problem, an approach to assess the control loop
performance based on logged data from substations is developed.
Subsequently, the current substation controllers are automatically tuned
(or synthesized), when no hardware issues are detected. The tool
originates from the replacing valves use-case and an analysis of the data
from substations.

Targeted user

Engineers at utilities and building managers

User involvement
methodology

The users are involved in the development of the tool in two ways:
A. The normal work procedure to update and tune substation controllers is
analysed through interviews and workshops. In these workshops the needs
are gathered and in which type of information can be provided by the
users to the tool in order to perform the controller update.
B. The users are involved in the GUI design such that work routines are
captured and well represented in the tool. When the first preliminary
version of the GUI is available a mock-up will be provided to test pilots to
gather knowledge on usability. The test pilots will feedback their
experience and comments back to the development team.

Asset/Tool name

Control system assessment and optimized control strategies
methodologies

Managed by partner

LTU
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Asset/Tool type

Product S/W

Description

The control system assessment is based on the analysis of the current
control configuration in relation to a formal analysis of an appropriate
control configuration. For this end, ProMoVis is a software environment
which can visualize a process system and analyse this interconnected
system using the control structure selection methods. The tool s
implemented as either a standalone software for industrial use or as a
research version which can run within Matlab, both released under the
Apache Open Source license. ProMoVis is not limited to the control
structure selection problem as additional analysis methods can be added
easily. For the re-use of existing models, a Modelica interface has been
developed. The software tool has a highly developed user interface which
was developed with users from the process industry. The software tool is
published in “Wolfgang Birk, Miguel Castaño, Andreas Johansson, An
application software for visualization and control configuration selection of
interconnected processes, Control Engineering Practice, Volume 26, May
2014, Pages 188-200.”

Targeted user

The user category for the tool are the engineers at the DHC companies.

User involvement
methodology

During the development of ProMoVis the user was directly involved in
tailoring the GUI and the functionality to their work flow. The tool was
initially developed for users from the pulp and paper industry and that
work ended in 2012. The user interface in itself is not changed completely
within OPTi since it is generic in the sense that only certain graphical
libraries for icons need to be updated, otherwise it is directly usable within
the DHC context.
The users in the context of OPTi were involved through demonstrations
and discussion to retrieve the needs of the users and a set of adaptations
which need to be implemented in ProMoVis.

Asset/Tool name

OPTi-Sim simulation framework

Managed by partner

TWT

Asset/Tool type

S/W Product

Description

FMI-compliant co-simulation framework for the synchronization and
communication between simulation models provided by third parties
running in heterogeneous simulation tools.

Targeted user

Engineers designing, upgrading and maintaining DHC networks; engineers
developing controllers for DHC networks.

User involvement
methodology

The co-simulation framework comes with a graphical user interface. This
GUI is intended to be used by experts and has not been designed
specifically for the use in OPTi-Sim. Therefore, a manual for integration of
models and running of simulations has been developed. The quality of this
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manual is improved in an iterative approach. Different partners within
OPTi (OPN, IBM, LTU, LEN) install and run OPTi-Sim with only the manual
as support. Their experiences are documented and then used by TWT to
update the manual accordingly. The goal is to have a final version of the
manual at the end of the project which enables a first-time user to install
and run OPTi-Sim without extra support.

Asset/Tool name

Customization and implementation of OPTi-Sim

Managed by partner

TWT

Asset/Tool type

Service

Description

After the end of the project, the OPTi-Sim simulation framework will be
modified and further developed according to customers’ requirements,
e.g., customized user interfaces can be developed and implemented.

Targeted user

Utility companies; engineering service providers.

User involvement
methodology

TWT will collect customer requirements, develop and implement
customized solutions and validate against the requirements. The approach
for user engagement in the process of requirements engineering (e.g. user
workshops, analysis of work flows) depends on the individual customer’s
expectation.

Asset/Tool name

Tool for (thermal) demand forecasting

Managed by partner

IBM

Asset/Tool type

Product

Description

This is a data driven load forecasting software. It automatically learns the
co-relation between load demand and various contexts such as time of the
day, day of the week, month of the year, etc. Context vector approach has
been used to develop this tool. It is a simple and easy to use tool generic
for any kind of load forecasting e.g. electrical load forecasting, thermal
load forecasting, etc.

Targeted user

Utility companies.

User involvement
methodology

Thermal demand forecasting tool was developed based on multiple
interactions with utility companies. Utility companies shared their
historical consumption data and provided the guidance on the
requirement of spatiotemporal forecast resolutions for various
applications such as peak shaving, automated demand response, etc.
Based on user feedback, a simple and easy to use user interface (GUI) is
developed.
The GUI has two parts to it:
 A provision for the utility company to periodically upload the
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historical power consumptions of different consumers. This can be
done once in a period of three months or six months.
During the event of a demand response or system management, the utility
company can pick a consumer, and forecast the power consumption for
that consumer. The tool also has a flexibility to forecast the load at an
aggregate level i.e. apartment complex level, district level, etc.

Asset/Tool name

DR services

Managed by partner

SMPL

Asset/Tool type

Service

Description

DR services will offer different programs between the energy supplier and
the client for using DR event and sharing their benefits. The DR programs
will be based on different scenarios whereby different solutions and
procedures will be defined.

Targeted user

Energy supplier.

User involvement
methodology

Feedback sessions with Energy users and Energy supplier. Potential users
and clients will be identified witch energy supplier companies and big
building energy consumer.
The DR service will be presented, describing the different service options
(DR Event configuration, DR rewards…) in a session.
An interview with the potential users and clients will be conducted right
after the session in order to collect their opinion about how desirable is
the service and suggestions.

Asset/Tool name

Tool for automized network model generation and simplification

Managed by partner

OPN

Asset/Tool type

S/W product

Description

This tool can be used to automatically generate and simplify DHC network
models. Input data is Geographical Information System data (GIS) that is
normally maintained and supplied by the utility companies (e.g. Luleå
Energy AB). Another essential input data is the DHC-network modelling
components developed by OPN. The tool enables model builders to design
large scale models consisting of thousands of consumers and pipe sections.
The output of the tool is a compiled FMU that can be used in the OPTI-sim
framework. That way the tool also could be marked as a service provided
by OPN.

Targeted user

Utility companies, Control system designers, DHC-network rebuild analysis.
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User involvement
methodology

The tool that is development interacts with users via a graphical user
interface (GUI). In the design of the GUI-layout and GUI-functionality input
has been gathered from mainly Luleå Energy. We have demonstrated the
tool in common meetings and collected feedback. The GUI has a built in
manual and help section on how to generate models including
explanations on what the different functions, e.g. merging algorithms, do.
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4

ETHICS COMPLIANCE AND GENDER

All the tests of the VK are designed so that they will not violate the Ethical rules as defined by the European
Commission in work package 8 (a new work package introduced by EU in Jan 2016) of the OPTi project. More
specifically all tests will adhere to and follow the principles as set out in the WP8 Ethics deliverables.
In short this means that all users are anonymous and no personal information will be collected. All tests will
be based on the collected information from a large (more than 20 people) group of users. The VK response
from the group will be matched with the temperature sensors at each floor.
All the other OPTi assets are “tools” where we involve the users to get feedback from a functionality and
design (mainly GUI) aspect. No user data is collected here and hence no privacy issues are anticipated.
In order to design an appropriate system, we will strive for gender distribution when selecting users for field
trials. We will investigate the question of what can be done to make as many people as possible feel
comfortable in these areas.
However, all tests must take into account also the ethical aspects so as not to violate any privacy issues. We
will therefore focus the testing of the VK to the Luleå Energi AB building where all users are anonymous and
the results are based on aggregated information (large group of users are analysed).
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5

CONCLUSIONS

In this updated version of D2.2, we mainly focus on the user centric and friendly design of the virtual knob
user interface. In detail, we discuss the targeted users of the VK user interface, the purpose of VK, the data
collection and data exchange procedure, design guidelines followed to develop VK, and the integration of VK
with the OPTi system. Moreover, the philosophy of user centric design is central to several OPTi assets and
tools which is described in detail.
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